Shedding Light on Planet Earth
January 7, 2019—NASA Administrator Jim
Bridenstine confirmed over the weekend that
NASA's invitation to Russian Roscosmos Director
General Dmitry Rogozin to visit the United States
had been cancelled, due to pressure from U.S.
Senators committed to unrelenting confrontation
with Russia. This decision is not just one more
provocation by the U.S. "War Party," which orbits
tightly around the British Empire's policy Establishment. It comes at a crucial moment of potential cooperation of four major powers—Russia,
China, India and the U.S.—on the most critical of
matters facing mankind: scientific cooperation on
space exploration, the next great frontier of mankind's growing dominion over our universe. Efforts to thwart such needed cooperation are truly
a crime against humanity.
As Wu Weiren, chief of China's lunar program
stated so eloquently right after the spectacular
Chang'e-4 lunar far side landing: "Exploring the
unknown is human nature. The Moon is a mysterious world to us. We have a responsibility to
explore and to understand it. Exploration of the
Moon will also deepen our understanding of Earth
and ourselves."
The pressure applied in this instance by U.S.
Senators, is just one component of the British
Empire's strategy to use the new U.S. Congress—
including its media-magnified drive to impeach
President Donald Trump; the ongoing Mueller
witchhunt; and international pressure by "foreign
powers" (i.e., the British), to put a straitjacket on
President Trump. They are deployed to simply
prevent him, by hook or by crook, from governing
as President, based on the policies for which he
was elected.
Also indicative of this approach are the 11th-
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Earthrise, taken on December 24, 1968, by Apollo 8 astronaut William Anders.

hour efforts to sabotage Trump's Syrian withdrawal policy, since they fear its potential for
totally reorganizing Southwest Asia away from
decades (even centuries) of the British Empire's
bloody geopolitical Great Game.
Schiller Institute founder Helga Zepp-LaRouche today counseled: Ignore the distractions.
Keep the nation's attention focused on the real
issues facing the world: Four Power cooperation
to create a New Paradigm along the course being
charted by China's Belt and Road Initiative; ending British geopolitics and its attendant wars; and
defeating the onrushing trans-Atlantic financial
debacle with LaRouche's Four Laws, starting with
the Glass-Steagall firewall— which is also the only
effective "wall" for actually stopping Dope, Inc.'s
new opium war against the U.S. and others, as
Lyndon LaRouche has long stated.
Man's new presence on the so-called "dark"
side of the Moon, and win-win cooperation on
the new era for mankind which it has opened up,
can shed new light on solving these central issues
back on Planet Earth.
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